This paper concentrates on sintering characteristics of nano-sized ceramic SiO 2 particles. The sintering process is studied as a function of temperature using a conventional furnace and using a laser beam. The underlying idea is to combine the nanoceramic sol-gel concept with inkjet technology and laser treatment. A solution containing nano-sized ceramic particles is fed to an inkjet nozzle that generates a software-controlled pattern on a surface. Afterwards the drops are exposed to an intense laser beam that gives rise to drying and densification of the drops, thereby forming a sintered ceramic layer. The question addressed in the paper is whether the laser treatment leads to the same densified layers as obtained with conventional heat treatments. It turns out that the morphologies are similar but that laser treatment provides much faster the same results.
Introduction
The sol-gel wet-chemical processing route of nano-ceramics offers advantages both from a scientific and from a technical point of view. The method allows films to be made with almost any composition and degree of porosity. The problem of homogeneity, often encountered in the processing of powders, is fully absent in the sol-gel preparation technique because comminution is not required. Moreover the processing temperatures can be significantly reduced, and the combination of different coating liquids (hybrid systems) is easy. This latter aspect offers a great deal of freedom to fabricate coatings with different properties. Finally the introduction of organic or conductive additives into the product is possible.
In this work the sol-gel concept is combined with inkjet technology and laser treatment of surfaces. The entire combination is called 'stereostiction' (see Fig.1 ). A solution containing nanosized ceramic particles is fed to an inkjet nozzle that generates a software-controlled pattern on a surface. Afterwards the drops are exposed to an intense laser beam that gives rise to drying and densification of the drops, thereby forming a sintered ceramic layer. It is possible to apply different coating compositions using multicolor techniques, which nowadays are in a mature stage of development. 3-D products up to several millimeters can be manufactured by repetitive passing of the inkjet nozzle, drying and sintering. The new technology offers the possibility to reduce the original multi-step manufacturing process to only 1 stereostiction step. Additionally all material is used functionally resulting in a waste reduction of about 30 %. Arbitrary patterns can be generated and foil thickness of 0.1 -0.5 mm can be obtained.
Applications of stereostiction technology are expected to find in many industries. Obviously the industrial coating and optical coatings industries are amongst the great users of this innovation, e.g. low friction layers on cutting tools and (anti)reflective coatings on various kinds of substrates to be used in e.g. laser mirror systems. Deposition of ferroelectric films is often performed after semiconductor processing. Exposure of processed semiconductor wafers to high temperatures in order to process the ferroelectric film results in unavoidable distortion of the carefully introduced dopant profiles, giving rise to degradation in performance of the electronic component. However, the heat-affected zone due to the laser radiation used in stereostiction is very small and therefore keeps the wafer in its original state while densifying the ceramic layer. Nevertheless, also residual stresses can be built up. For a review on this aspect reference is made to [1] .
The continuation of downscaling in this field benefits from the possibilities to locally expose the product to the laser beam after the pattern is generated by the inkjet nozzle. Passive electronic components such as capacitors require thin ceramic foils to be used as a dielectric medium. The present approach should be able to produce high quality foils (very small possibility of shortcuts) that are at least ten times as thin as obtained from conventional slip casting. Since the capacitance is proportional to the area and inversely proportional to the distance between the metal plates, the capacitor can be downscaled by a factor 10 as well. Taylor and Fabes [2] investigated dip coated silicon wafers exposed indirectly (a 40 nm Au-Pd film was sputtered on the sample to enhance absorption) to a 1.06 mm Nd:YAG laser. Shaw and King [3] performed Vickers micro-hardness tests on CW-CO 2 irradiated sol-gel silica glass. A significant increase in hardness with increasing laser energy density is measured. Arfsten et al. [4] investigated CO 2 -laser densification of titania thin films. TEOTi films were spin coated on TEMPAX substrates and characterized by transmission and reflection measurements and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and other techniques. They concluded that with 10.6 mm radiation it is possible to densify titania thin films to densities comparable to furnace-cured samples. Fabes et al. [5] studied laser densification of SiO 2 -TiO 2 films. The refractive index for both furnace and laser fired coatings behaved similarly with shrinkage. This indicates that similar processes cause shrinkage. An important parameter to investigate for wave guide applications is the optical loss of signals in densified tracks. It appeared that laser densified tracks show a significantly higher loss than furnace fired coatings. The origin of this difference is probably the high local temperatures underneath the laser spot, resulting is crystallization of the SiO 2 -TiO 2 waveguide.
The research presented focuses on the densification of sol gel derived thin films by laser radiation and by furnace treatment. Deposition of the film is done by means of spin coating, in order to avoid problems of inkjet coating not relevant for this particular study. Coating investigated are SiO 2 , Al 2 O 3 , TiO 2 and ZrO 2 films. As a typical example sintering behavior are shown of SiO 2 nanoceramic coatings.
Morphologies of the materials are studied using a dedicated low voltage scanning electron microscopy (FEG-Philips-XL30s) and in-situ sintering was studied using an environmental-SEM (FEG-ESEM-Philips-XL30). The advantage of this low voltage microscope over conventional 52
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microscopes is that a non-conducting specimen may be studied directly, since charging effects are suppressed by balancing the amount of inserted and emitted electrons at low accelerating voltages.
Sintering mechanisms
The sintering process can be grouped into three different categories: solid state sintering (type 1); liquid phase sintering (type 2); viscous sintering (type 3). In this paper the latter sintering type is eamined by studying the sinter process of layers of nano-crystalline particles of silica, using either a laser or a furnace. The question should be addressed whether sintering with a laser would give similar results. Indeed, compared to the commonly applied furnace sintering, the energy input with a laser treatment is very localized and applied during a very short time lapse. In this work the focus lies on the size effect of the colloids and therefore the sol-gels were composed with different initial colloid sizes. From experiments on micrometer sized ceramic compacts it is known that the final densification and maximum layer thickness depend on the particle size. The main challenge of this work is to compare sintering behavior of nanometer sized colloids with the conventional ceramic sintering processes. Because of the importance of material composition and morphology to the final layer thickness, the silica sol-gels contained spherical particles of equal size (the size distribution is ± 5%). The latter point is very important because sintering models rely on a monodisperse size distribution, whereas most of the experiments in literature show a broad size distribution making a critical comparison with the model descriptions rather questionable. There are several approaches to formulate the kinetics of the viscous sintering process, both analytically and numerically. As a starting point it is known that at high temperatures inorganic glasses behave as ordinary Newtonian liquids (sintering type 3). Due to surface tension, viscous flow takes place during sintering of a system of glass particles resulting in neck growth and approach of particle centers. This causes shrinkage. The work done by surface tension in decreasing the total surface area is equal to the total energy produced by dissipation of the flow of the viscous glass.
The viscosity of a glass may range over orders of magnitude, i.e. between 10 to 10 13 Pa.s and is controlled by a number of factors, i.e., the connectivity of the structures, the strength of the bonds connecting the short range order, and the rate of change of the structure with temperature. Vitreous silica (or fused silica: glass consisting of almost pure silicon dioxide) consists of a strongly bonded, three-dimensional network, which only slowly breaks down with increasing temperature. As a result, the viscosity decreases with increasing temperature [6] . The reduction of the viscosity results from the creation of non-bridging bonds as silanol (Si-OH) groups that replace siloxane (Si-O-Si) bonds. Addition of small amounts of alkali oxides to vitreous silica also results in a rapid decrease in viscosity and a decrease in the slope of the curve [6] . The replacement of alkali-oxides by alkaline earth oxides, which does not disrupt the network as much, results in a more viscous material. Analysis of viscous sintering is difficult because of the complex geometry of the porous body, but simple approximations yield satisfactory results.
Frenkel described the kinetics of initial stage sintering in an analytical form as early as 1945 [7] . He presented an analysis of the coalescence of a pair of spheres, which is a simple representation of the sintering of a body of packed powder. It was assumed ever since that the shape of the spheres changes in the neck region only and that at a given time of sintering the curvature over the neck regions is constant. This model leads to the following expression for the neck radius x as a function of sintering time t:
where a is the particle radius ( Fig.2) , g is the surface energy between solid and vapor and h is the viscosity at the sintering temperature. This equation was confirmed by Kuczynski, [8] who measured the neck sizes of sintering pairs of glass spheres with a diameter of 500 mm. The mechanisms of sintering can be distinguished by the particular relationship of the radius of the neck x found between two particles and the sintering time t [8, 9] . The various mechanisms can be cast into a general equation:
where n, m and Q can be assumed constant with the mechanism of mass transport. Besides for viscous flow, Eq. (1), the values for B, m and n can be deduced from:
Plastic flow:
Evaporation-condensation:
Volume diffusion:
Grain-boundary diffusion:
Surface diffusion:
[9]. Here, D v is the volume diffusivity, D s the surface diffusivity, D b the grain boundary diffusivity, P the vapor pressure, W the atomic volume, M the molecular weight, r theoretical density; d
represents the grain-boundary width, b the Burgers vector, k Boltzmann's constant and T the temperature. Viscous flow is a fast sinter mechanism but it should be realized that Eq. (2) gives only a rough estimate up to a certain neck size ratio. h s x a a a » » (8) and yielding :
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Eq.(9) is used to describe the rate of linear shrinkage of an array of spherical particles under the condition that the colloids stay at one line. Excellent agreement with these equations was claimed in experiments on the shrinkage of spherical glass powder arrays for shrinkage values up to 8%. However, Exner [10] pointed out that asymmetric neck growth and formation of new contacts during sintering makes a quantitative description of the shrinkage of irregularly packed particles by relations derived for only two particles questionable. Actually, the agreement between experimental results and the shrinkage (Eq.(9)) for particle systems may be rather fortuitous [10] .To prove this, he experimented with planar arrays with a larger number of spheres of 400 mm size. Rearrangement of particles and the formation of additional contacts during sintering were reasons to consider why the center-to-center approach of adjacent spheres and the shrinkage measured on an irregularly packed planar array of spheres differed from each other, thus limiting the validity of Eq.4 to the first part of the sintering process until x/a = 0.33. Mackenzie and Shuttleworth [11] (MS model) analyzed the shrinkage rate proposed by Frenkel, but they used a shell model, where the void in the middle of a ball (shell) represents the pores in the sintering body. It has the advantage that the expressions for the change in surface area and the energy dissipated in viscous flow are exact, but its complexity does not invite to add any extra parameters such as temperature dependence to it. Furthermore the final state of full density cannot be calculated. Bannister [12] also shows that the usefulness of initial sintering equations like Frenkel's can be extended beyond the conventional initial state into the intermediate stage of sintering. Coble [13, 14] focused on solid state sintering but the cylindrical model proposed by Brinker and Scherer is based upon it. Further, German [15, 16] extended the analysis of Frenkel and Kuczynski [8] towards a model for surface diffusion whereas Veringa [17] presented a mathematical model to describe the densification and reorganization of a random stacking of particles due to internal transport of material. Rice [18] presents a combination of models based on minimum solid areas of an idealized stacking of spherical particles partially bonded and spherical pores in a solid matrix. He compares the results with the material properties (like Young's modulus and thermal conductivity) of the porous bodies of sintered glass powders and with foamed glasses. More recently Scherer [19] developed the cylindrical model incorporating the influence of the pore size distribution, because Emmerling et al. [20] showed that the change in surface area with density is inconsistent with the cylindrical model when the pore size distribution is not taken into account. The main features of the cylinder model are that the cylinders are not straight and that they are not fully connected. Another way to model the viscous sintering behavior is by molecular dynamics [21] . To understand what happens at the surface of the colloids, various methods of measuring porosity, density and surface area were performed [22, 23] .
Experiments
Three commercially available (Merck) water based SiO 2 sol-gels containing monodisperse colloids with a diameter of respectively 25, 50 and 90 nm and one butanol based sol-gel were spin coated onto fused silica substrates with dimensions of 50x50 mm. The fused silica substrates were pre-treated by ultrasound in NaOH for 15 min, cleaned with demineralized water and dried at room temperature. The surface was wetted completely by spin-coating.
The FEG-ESEM-Philips-XL30 enabled us to study the in-situ sintering behavior of the SiO 2 sol-gels. Changing the temperature in the microscope required various adjustments of focusing. The best observations were obtained during isothermal treatment. In-situ sintering was conducted for 1 hour at 1100 °C. These samples were also observed with the high-resolution FEG-Philips-XL30s SEM afterwards.
Laser sintering was performed with a CO 2 -laser with 3 kW output power. The beam was imaged onto a polygon. Therefore the shape of the spot is elliptical with the large axis oriented in the direction of motion. With the rotation of the polygon the laser spot sweeps with at least 160 m/s across the substrate. Perpendicular to the motion of the beam the substrate was moved using a linear stage. The characteristic variable process parameters and their variation range are listed in Table 1 A CO 2 laser beam was put in a scanning mode to produce heat in a thin surface layer of the coated samples. Computer calculations of temperature distribution were performed to estimate the influence of scan and trace speed, laser power and laser spot size. The thermal models are described in [24] . Depending on those parameters two extreme-heating modes are possible: Spot heating, i.e. the laser spot has a much higher temperature than the scan line and the rest of the sample surface; line heating, i.e. the laser spot has a similar temperature as the scanned line, which is much hotter than the rest of the sample. Most experiments were carried out using a mixed spot and line heating where the temperature in the laser spot was a few hundreds of °C above the temperature of the scan line. Thereby sufficiently short heating times were achieved to prevent crack formation by thermal stresses.
Furnace sintering. Experiments showed that sintering a sol-gel with colloids of 25 nm to full density took 3 hours at 1100 °C. For a sol-gel with 50 nm colloids it took 20 hours, a sol-gel with colloids of 90 nm needed 40 hours to fully densify. Fig.3 shows the SEM pictures of the samples treated at different temperatures for 30 minutes. At 1100 °C there is a clear onset of sintering, and at higher temperatures the thin layers are for the greater portion sintered for all colloid sizes. However, there is a clear difference between the different colloid sizes. The onset temperature for 25 nm colloids towards sintering appears to be lower than 1000 °C. The FEG-ESEM-Philips-XL30 enabled us to study the in-situ sintering behavior of the SiO 2 sol-gels. As a result of the beam charging the particles, locally the sintering was frozen, so to observe the sintering process it was necessary to observe different positions for several times. An advantage of this freezing effect was found as well: it was possible to freeze the sequential sintering stages and study them afterwards in the high-resolution FEG-Philips-XL30s.
Laser sintering. Fig.4 shows that a clear change for both the 50 nm and the 25 nm colloids occurs around the fluence of 600 J/cm 2 , while for 90 nm colloids not much seems to happen. To analyze the observations around a laser track in commercially available image-processing program several problems occur; e.g. such as blurry edges and the fact that the edges often are brighter than the centers, which makes it more difficult to apply a threshold to the image. To overcome these problems a new technique, called morphological image processing (MIP) was developed [for a review reference is made to [25] ) quantify the sintering process. The aim was also to measure the center-center distances of the grains during the process. However, center-center distances were hard to calculate especially when individual colloids are not distinguishable anymore. More success was obtained by calculating the average perimeter and area, of the objects that were distinguished and by calculating the Euler number to quantify the sintering process. The Euler number (E) the number of objects minus the number of holes. Fig.5 shows the resulting calculations made by the MIP program. The average perimeter and area of the objects detected by the program were calculated, as was the Euler number from pictures transverse to the laser track. The data in the graph show relative values that result from the actual data divided by the maximum value. For the average perimeter, P, and area, A, this was a fully sintered sample, for the Euler number an unsintered sample produced the maximum value. A fully sintered, non-porous sample has an absolute Euler number equal to 1, so the relative Euler number, compared with max Euler number, is almost 0. the furnace treatment it is relevant to know the temperature field introduced by the laser treatment.
In the event of the production of heat in the solid, the general heat conduction equation is written as
where ( , ) Q r t r describes the intensity distribution of the heat source. ( , ) T r t r is the temperature at position r r at time t, and k is the thermal diffusivity (=K/r d c p , K is the thermal conductivity, r d is the density and c P the specific heat). In order to solve the heat conduction equation, Green's functions are utilized. When applied to the field of heat conduction, this kind of function represents the temperature at a point (x,y,z) at time t due to an instantaneous point source of strength unity positioned at (x',y',z') at time t'. Furthermore, the solid is supposed to be at zero temperature and the surface is at zero temperature. The Green's function ( -, -) G r r t t ¢ ¢ r r , which satisfies the heat conduction equation if no heat is produced, ( , ) Q r t r =0 in Eq.(10), is given by
where t'<t . Further, lim 0 t t G ¢ ® = at every point with the exception of the position of heat generation. The solution of the temperature field in an infinite solid due to a continuous heat source ( , ) Q r t r can be obtained by the superposition in space of the fundamental solution, represented by Eq. (11) . Additionally, the heat source can be made continuous by integrating over the time interval where in between the heat is supplied. This results in the temperature field described by (see [24] can be split up for the different coordinate directions, according to:
So far we have summarized the fundamental solution of the heat conduction equation for a stationary heat source. The moving heat source can be introduced by formulating a moving medium relative to a fixed source. This method implies that the source distribution ( , ) Q r t ¢ ¢ r does not become time dependent, but the observer position does. When the source is assumed to move along the xdirection, the transformation towards a moving medium can be realized by defining the xcomponent as x+v(t-t'). As a consequence, the x-component of the temperature field is defined by: Fig.6 shows a typical temperature distribution around a moving laser spot on the SiO 2 surface. The temperature reached is about the same as in the furnace treatment but note the much shorter time scales involved. In most practical applications the laser treatment is not confined to a single track. In order to modify a surface area, overlapping tracks are made. If the time between successive tracks is small, there already exists a temperature profile caused by the preceding laser track. Mathematically this can be described by a second source at a distance Dx and Dy removed from the first one. This can be done several times in the case of multiple tracks. Note that the time between successive tracks can be controlled by the distance Dx. This method can be incorporated into the model by changing the source distribution for the Gaussian intensity distribution by ( )
The multi-pass temperature time profile is depicted in Fig. 7 for the case of SiO 2 .
An important parameter in modeling the temperature field is the thermal diffusivity k, which is related to the thermal conductivity, the heat capacity and the density. In nonmetallic materials the contribution to the thermal conductivity is dominated by phonons and less by electrons as it is in metallic systems. The scattering of phonons becomes more pronounced with rising the temperature and therefore the thermal diffusivity decreases with increasing temperature, at least at the relatively low temperatures. The diffusivity may increase again at higher temperatures due to the radiant heat transfer. Indeed, porosity may have a dramatic influence on the thermal diffusivity and an increase of the porosity can result in a reduction of thermal conductivity. However, In the case of a SiO 2 coating onto Si CO 2 laser light is only absorbed by the substrate because the coating is almost transparent. The absorption index of silicon is about 60 times higher than that of silica gel using a CO 2 laser. 
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Because the thickness of the coating is very thin in comparison with the thickness of the substrate it is reasonable to assume that absorption occurs by the substrate only and that the thin sol-gel coatings are sintered via heating from the substrate as cooking of pancakes on a griddle. The diffusivity of silicon for the temperature range used in sol-gel processing is presented in Fig.8 . Solgel processing is usually carried out at temperatures between 800 °C and 1200 °C and from Fig.8 . it can be concluded that the diffusivity does not alter too much over this interval [26] As far as the temperature profile is concerned, it can be shown that only the diffusivity a short time after laser interaction is affected. Thus, the temperature dependence of the diffusivity is only important in the direct vicinity of the laser spot. The situation for laser treatment of ZrO 2 coatings is completely different. A zirconia gel absorbs the CO 2 -laser light much better and the model should be modified in such a way that the absorption of laser light into the coating is included. The heat conduction across the interface between two the substrate and coating can also be described using Green's functions [24, 27 ] .
Discussion
As silica is a material that only sinters by viscous sintering it is an appropriate material to test the various sintering models. This is in contrast to other ceramic materials like zirconia that exhibits several phase changes during the process. Comparing sintering behavior of nano-meter sized colloids with the conventional ceramic sintering processes is feasible with scanning electron microscopy. Because of the importance of material composition and morphology of the layer, the silica sol-gels have to be monodisperse, enabling a good comparison with simplified models. Coatings sinter more slowly than unconstrained gels, because films may shrink only in the direction perpendicular to the substrate [28] but experiments have also shown the opposite [29] .
To predict the densification of a thin film Eq.
(2) can also be used to describe the rate of linear shrinkage of an array of spherical particles under the condition that the colloids stay at one line, In general, the shrinkage is the compact length change divided by the initial length, or: Using Eq.(1) and Eq.(2) the shrinkage in the case of viscous flow is described by:
where L(t) is the linear dimension at time t and L(0) the initial linear dimension, g the surface energy, a the original particle radius, and h the viscosity. Assuming g = 0.3 J/m 2 [6] , L(t)/L(0) was calculated for the 25nm sol-gel at 1100 °C with different sintering times. See Fig.9 . This resulted in: h = 1.3 × 10 11 Pa×s. Fig. 9 : Furnace experiments to calculate the viscosity of the silica sol-gel at T= 1100 °C, 2a= 25 nm.
The temperature dependence of the viscosity [6] can be described by: 
Where Q is the activation energy, which increases as the hydroxyl content decreases. For silica [6] the activation energy is 120 < Q (kcal/mol) < 170. Thus with increasing temperature the decreasing viscosity results in a very high densification rate, much higher than the rate of densification of crystalline materials. The viscosity of silica is 10 -7 Pa s at 800 °C [30] . The sintering rate is also faster for bodies with smaller particles or pores, colloid diameters comparable to conventionally crushed powders, sinter typically orders of magnitude faster. The behavior of colloidal silica is based on its morphology and structure and on the chemistry of its surface. As indicated before, the process of sintering of SiO 2 colloids can be described as the condensation of silanol groups to form siloxane bridges. Siloxane bridges are formed on the hydroxylated silica surface by thermally induced condensation of hydroxyl groups up to about 500 °C. At higher temperatures the strained siloxane groups are converted into stable siloxane groups. The silica OH groups are the main centers of adsorption of water molecules; as mentioned by Zhuravlev [22] the activation energy of desorption of physisorbed water is between 25 and 40 kJ/mol. The concentration of the OH groups on the surface decreases monotonically with increasing temperature. At 200 °C all the physisorbed water is removed from the surface, which consists of terminal silanol groups and siloxane bridges. Brinker and Scherer [6] show the temperature-viscosity relationship with the varying hydroxyl contents leading to a calculated value of Q = 4.72 10 5 J/mol.K. From Frenkel's description an equation for the growth in radius of the neck between spheres during sintering can be derived [10] (see Eq.(1)) upon inserting the temperature dependence of the viscosity, the growth in radius of the neck between spheres during sintering becomes: 
where h 0 and Q are taken as constants. From a series of sintered samples of SiO 2 at a temperature of 1150 °C the average necking area was measured (see Table 2 ). Once a necking of unity is reached this does not mean that the sintered coating is fully densified. Asymmetric neck growth, caused by the local packing and atmosphere, will cause a rearrangement of particles in regions of smaller packing and opening of larger pores [10] . This process can be seen in Fig.10 and it was studied more closely in-situ where the subsequent stages of the rearrangement and pore growth were frozen and afterwards observed in the high resolution XL30s FEG Scanning Electron Microscope. Locally charging the sol-gel with the electron beam prevented further sintering at that point. Because the experimental measurements of neck sizes after sintering showed a good match up to neck sizes of about 80% of the colloid radius, it is possible to extend the valid use of the Frenkel equations for nano-sized silica sol-gels beyond the initial sintering phase. For both 50 and 90 nm colloidal sol-gels this was verified.
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Conclusions
Sintering experiments with nano-ceramic SiO 2 coatings show that models for viscous sintering of micro-ceramics are appropriate to predict the correlation between colloid sizes, necking and pore growth, and densification in these coatings. The observations, made with the Philips XL30s FEG SEM, gave an excellent insight in the nano-meter morphology via plane views and cross sections of an array of sintering experiments. Computer based image analysis was carried out to improve quantification of the observations for the sintering system. A good insight in the development of the sintering process was achieved with the in-situ sintering experiments in the Environmental-SEM. In spite of some difficulties with the resolution and charging effects of the electron beam during observation, the observations clearly showed the densification and structural evolution that take place during the sintering process.
If coatings are to be produced flexibly, laser treatments might be a very interesting alternative competing with the classical way of furnace sintering. Similar densifications are attained, but also much faster. To achieve a precise dimensioning of the coated patch care must be taken to apply an overall homogeneous coating with a similar thickness everywhere and a stable laser beam. Putting several laser tracks next to each other can produce these isolated coating patches anywhere on the substrate.
